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Abstract
Experiments on lexical stress in English conducted by Fry (1955, 1958) propose that the
acoustic correlate strategy is F0>Duration>Intensity. The results of his findings provide good
insights on American English speaker’s perception and production of lexical stress in disyllabic
homographs. On the other hand, some studies conducted in Spanish lexical stress propose that
the most prominent acoustic correlate is duration (Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto, 2010); another
study propose that intensity is a relevant cue when marking lexical stress (Urrutia, 2007). Other
studies have investigated English lexical stress produced by Spanish speakers (Edmunds, 2009).
Such experiments have analyzed Spanish produced by speakers from Spain or Chile, but not
from Central America. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate acoustic correlates of
lexical stress in disyllabic words in El Salvadorian-accented English and their impact on
intelligibility. Eight disyllabic words were analyzed using TextGrids created in Praat (Boersma
& Weenink, 2013). The words were recorded from and produced by 21 Salvadorian (11 female
and 10 male) speakers of English. The recordings were retrieved from the Speech Accent
Archive website (Weinberger, 2015). Three acoustic correlates of lexical stress (F0, duration and
intensity) were measured, and Just Noticeable Differences (JND’s) were used to judge which
acoustic correlate speakers employed to mark stress. The quantitative data was analyzed using
descriptive statistics that provided summaries about the measurements. The results of the study
showed the acoustic correlate strategy employed by female and male speakers respectively.
Moreover, results yielded information that had not been foreseen at the beginning of the study,
but that would be interesting to research further.
Key words: acoustic correlate, lexical stress, F0, duration, intensity, intelligibility,
Spanish, Salvadorian
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Chapter I: Introduction
Statement of the Problem
There has been a lot of research on what acoustic correlates native speakers of English
prefer to mark stress (Fry, 1955; Fry, 1958; Ladefoged, 2003; Adams & Munro, 1978; Beckman
& Edwards, 1994). Even though there is extensive research on lexical stress, researchers’
opinions vary on what correlate plays the most prominent role when perceiving stress. For
example, Fry (1958) Ladefoged (2003) and Lehiste (1970) agree that the main cue to mark stress
is F01. Others like Adams and Munro (1978) and Beckman and Edwards (1994) found that the
strongest correlate is duration.
Researchers have also studied English lexical stress produced by second language
speakers (L2). Some of the studies have focused on Mandarin (Ou, 2016; Zhang, Nissen &
Francis, 2008 and Mok & Dellwo, 2008), Spanish (Edmunds, 2009 and Gutierrez-Diez, 2001),
Israeli (Silber-Varod, Sagi & Amir, 2016), Singapore English (Ling & Gabe, 1999) Russian
(Chrabaszcz, Winn, Lin, & Idsardi, 2014). and Dutch (Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996). These
studies have focused on the production and perception of lexical stress, but only Silber-Varod,
Sagi and Amir (2016) have ranked the correlates. Though there is research done on Spanishaccented English, there is a lack of literature on lexical stress production of Salvadorian speakers
of English.
The purpose of this study is to contribute to our understanding of the production of
lexical stress in Salvadorian-accented English. To do this, the researcher has analyzed a set of
eight disyllabic words:

1

This is the lowest frequency of any waveform in a speech sound, also called fundamental frequency or pitch.
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1) <Stella>2
2) <maybe>
3) <brother>
4) <also>
5) <plastic>
6) <into>
7) <Wednesday>
8) <station>
read by Salvadorian English speakers using Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2013). The aim of the
study is to investigate which acoustic correlate (F0, duration and pitch) is the most salient in
Salvadorian-accented English.

2

Angle brackets “< >” in this study show orthographic representations of the words.
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Chapter II: Literature Review
Languages differ in various aspects, and one of them is rhythm, so they can be stress-timed
and syllable-timed (Pike, 1945). Harris and Gries (2011), explain that stress-timed languages are
those which “durations of syllables vary according to the placement of stress and seem to be less
uniform throughout the entire phrase” and languages that are syllable-timed are those which
“syllable duration is relatively uniform within a phrase” (p. 2). Examples of the former are Dutch
and English, and examples of the latter are French and Spanish. According to Fry (1958), “stress
is a term that refers to a relation between syllables and successive variations [and] this relation
constitutes the rhythmic pattern of an utterance” (p. 127). The rhythmic pattern comes from the
combination of stressed and unstressed syllables that is known as lexical stress (Cutler, 2005 p.
264).
Ladefoged and Johnson (2015) defines stress as “a suprasegmental feature of utterance
[that] applies not to individual vowels and consonants, but to whole syllables.” Furthermore, he
describes stressed sounds as “those on which the speaker expends more muscular energy. [It]
usually involves pushing out more air from the lungs by contracting the muscles of the rib cage.”
(p. 259). And the more air is pushed out from the lungs, the more pitch, loudness (acoustic energy)
and duration there is (Ladefoged & Johnson, 2015 p. 260).
As Ladefoged and Johnson (2015) explain, “frequency is a technical term for an acoustic
property of a sound—namely, the number of complete repetitions (cycles) of a pattern of air
pressure variation occurring in a second” (p. 25). Frequency is measured in Hertz (Hz)
(Ladefoged & Johnson, 2015 p. 25). F0 or fundamental frequency, as Fry (1958 p.126) calls it, is
important “when measuring suprasegmentals; i.e., stressed vs. unstressed syllables, lexical stress,
contrastive stress, sentence stress, tone levels, or intonation patterns” (Koffi, 2017 p.84).
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According to Fry (1958), “a syllable containing a pitch change is functionally more important in
English intonation than a level syllable” (p. 145). Moreover, one of the findings of his
experiments showed that
[c]hange in fundamental frequency differs from change of duration and intensity in that it
tends to produce an all-or-none effect, that is to say the magnitude of the frequency
change seems to be relatively unimportant while the fact that a frequency change has
taken place is all-important.” (p. 151)
Duration “is the length of time that air molecules take to reach their final destination from
their point of origination.” (Koffi, 2017 p. 90). According to Koffi, this is “very important in
accessing foreign-accented English because the length of vowels changes depending on whether
they are immediately followed by a voiced consonant or a voiceless consonant.” (p. 93).
Duration helps identify stressed syllables and unstressed syllables; Koffi (2017) even calls it a
“super” correlate because it plays an important role in various measurements of intelligibility (p.
93). Fry (1958) explains it well when he says that “in English, in a considerable variety of
conditions, changes of vowel duration ratio can swing listener’s perception of strong stress from
the first to the second syllable”. (p. 151)
Intensity is an acoustic correlate that plays an important role in lexical stress. Acoustic
intensity is “the amount of acoustic energy present” (Ladefoged & Johnson, 2015 p. 255); it
“consists of two acoustic events: tympanic pressure + particle velocity” (Koffi, 2017 p.88). Koffi
(2017) explains that intensity of a speech segment is directly related to the degree of constriction
that occurs inside the mouth when that sound is being produced (p.88). In American English,
intensity is also important in marking stress along with F0 and durations but in a lesser degree; in
fact, Fry (1958) explains that “[i]ntensity ratio has a similar influence but it is somewhat less
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marked.” (p.151). The findings in his experiments showed that changes in intensity ratio did
cause the listener to judge a syllable as stressed or unstressed (p.151).
Lexical Stress in American English
According to Fry (1958), “stress is a term that refers to a relation between syllables and
successive variations [and] this relation constitutes the rhythmic pattern of an utterance” (p. 127).
The rhythmic pattern comes from the combination of stressed and unstressed syllables that is
known as lexical stress (Cutler, 2005 p. 264). Cutler (2005) explains that stress is an abstract
concept; thus, speech perception studies the acoustic characteristics of physical stress (p. 264).
Such acoustic characteristics are fundamental frequency (F0), duration and intensity. One of the
most important experiments on lexical stress was conducted by Fry (1955).
He conducted experiments to investigate “the influence of physical cues on the
perception of linguistic stress patterns” (p. 765). He used spectrograms to measure vowel
duration and intensity ratios. For his experiment, he utilized “English words in which a change of
function from noun to verb is commonly associated with a shift of stress from the first to the
second syllable” (p. 765). The homograph words he used were <object, subject, digest, contract,
permit> (p. 765). The participants in his study were twelve American speakers who were
recorded reading the five sets of homographs. He then used such recordings to design a listening
test. Fry (1995) states that “[a]ltogether 100 subjects listened to the test” (p. 767).
The results of his study demonstrated that there was a correlation between duration and
intensity and that listeners agreed that the vowel was either “strongly stressed” or “weakly
stressed” mostly on account of their duration alone (p. 767). Findings also show that “duration
ratio has a stronger influence on judgments of stress than intensity ratio” (p. 767). Furthermore,
they also show that
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(1) duration and intensity ratios are both cues for judgments of stress, (2) the vowel
segments show the major differences in duration and intensity with a shift of stress,
and (3) duration ratio is a more effective cue than intensity ratio.” (p. 768)
In another study, Fry (1958) observed fundamental frequency, duration, and intensity
together. He found that “the experiments with more complex patterns of fundamental frequency
change suggest that sentence intonation is an over-riding factor in determining the perception of
stress and that in this sense the fundamental frequency cue may outweigh the duration cue.” (p.
151). Fry’s (1955, 1958) experiments provided very good insights on what acoustic correlate is
the most influential when marking primary stress in English. He found that the most prominent
correlate was F0 followed by Duration and finally Intensity (F0>Dur>Int); Ladefoged (2003)
also obtained the same results. However, other studies have shown that Fry’s experiments are not
conclusive. For example, Adams and Munro (1978) conducted experiments on the production
and perception of lexical stress, and their findings showed that the correlate hierarchy is
Duration>F0>Intensity; other studies found that the hierarchy is Duration>Intensity>F0
(Beckman and Edwards, 1994).
Although there is no consensus on whether there is a fixed ranking on the preferred
acoustic correlates in English, this does not mean that that the findings are erroneous; Ladefoged
and Johnson (2015) explain this discrepancy well when, talking about the individual’s phonetics,
he says that “the set of phonetic habits and memories that each speaker possesses is different
from those of every other speaker of the language—so that no two people have exactly the same
English, French, or Japanese.” (p. 278).
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Lexical Stress by L2 Learners
Researchers have also studied English lexical stress produced by second language
speakers (L2). Some of the studies have focused on Mandarin (Ou, 2016; Zhang, Nissen &
Francis, 2008 and Mok & Dellwo, 2008), Spanish (Edmunds, 2009 and Gutiérrez -Diez, 2001),
Israeli (Silber-Varod, Sagi & Amir, 2016), Singapore English (Ling & Grabe, 1999) Russian
(Chrabaszcz, Winn, Lin, & Idsardi, 2014). and Dutch (Sluijter & Van Heuven, 1996) to mention
a few. These studies have focused on the production and perception of lexical stress, but only
Silber-Varod, Sagi and Amir (2016) have ranked the correlates. To the best of this author’s
knowledge, there is a lack of literature on lexical stress production of Salvadorian speakers of
English in spite of the research that has been made on Spanish-accented English.
“Listeners perceive lexical stress as the distinction between strong and weak syllables
within single words.” And such distinction, “to a certain extent, depends on the language in
question.” (Arciuli and Colombo 2016, p. 23). Some studies have been conducted in order to
know to what extent L1 may influence L2 speakers’ perception and production of stress. An
example of this is the study conducted by Chrabaszcz, Winn, Lin and Idsardi (2014). The
purpose of the study was to measure the influence of L1 stress typology on four acoustic cues
(vowel quality, pitch, duration and intensity) by native speakers of English, Russian and
Mandarin. Something worth mentioning is that English and Russian are stress languages, and
Mandarin is a tonal language; English may receive primary or secondary stress; whereas,
Russian lacks such distinction. (Chrabaszcz, Winn, Lin & Idsardi, 2014 p. 1470).
They had three groups of participants, 15 native English speakers from the United States
(10 women; age range: 22-55), 15 native Russian speakers (11 women; age range: 22-35) and 15
native Mandarin speakers (7 women; age range 21-30) (p. 1471-2). The Russian speaking group
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was born in Russia and had been living in the US for an average of 3.8 years. The Mandarin
speaking group was born in China and had been living in the US for an average of 1.3 years. The
participants were asked to fulfill a “force-choice auditory identification task implemented
through the Alvin software package” (p. 1472).
Their results showed that even though English and Russian are stress languages, “there
were more similarities between English- and Mandarin-speaking listeners. One of the findings
showed that Mandarin speakers of English use vowel quality as an acoustic cue when they speak
English even though this is not acoustic cue in their native language (p. 1476). Overall, their
findings indicate that suprasegmental perception may come through differences as well as
similarities (p. 1477). They did not provide any ranking for the acoustic correlates.
Another study conducted by Ou (2016) investigated the “perception of English lexical
stress in the marked pitch accent context” by Mandarin speakers (p.5). They used five pairs of
disyllabic homographs that received either primary stress on the first syllable (i.e. trochaic) and
primary stress on the second syllable (i.e. iambic) (p. 10). The participants of their study were
20 native speakers of English and 40 Taiwanese learners of English. They had three groups; the
control group was composed of the 20 English native speakers, and two experimental groups,
each composed of 20 Taiwanese speakers of English. The Taiwanese speakers were placed in the
groups according to how long they had studied English. Their findings showed that experienced
and unexperienced learners may use different cues to perceive stress; they believe that two
possible acoustic cues advanced learners use are duration and pitch (p.25).
Another study on L2 accented English was made by Silber-Varod, Sagi and Amir (2016).
They studied the production of lexical stress in Israeli Hebrew. Their goal was to find out which
acoustic correlate was mostly used by Hebrew speakers. They focused the acoustic analysis on
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34 pairs of disyllabic words in Hebrew. The participants were 13 male and 17 female speakers of
Hebrew whose mean age was 32. Participants were recorded reading aloud the words which
were presented to them randomized. Their findings showed that duration was the most robust cue
to mark lexical stress followed by intensity that was followed by F0 (p. 11). The ranking of the
acoustic correlates Hebrew speakers use to mark stress can be represented as
Duration>Intensity>F0.
Spanish Lexical Stress
Edmunds (2009) states that lexical stress in English helps hearers perceive some
homographs as different lexical items (p. 1). He explains that even though Spanish has no such
homographs, lexical stress “disambiguates the meaning of words in a similar way in Spanish
among conjugated verb forms. For example, the word hablo means “I speak” while habló means
“he/she spoke.” (p. 2).
Some studies on Spanish lexical stress show that the acoustic correlates speakers employ
differ from results obtained by Fry (1955, 1958). For example, Urrutia (2007) states that “la
intensidad o amplitud parece ser el soporte principal del acento en el español” [intensity or
amplitude seem to be the principal correlate in Spanish stress] (p.140). Even though, Urrutia
(2007) found that the most robust cue when assessing Spanish lexical stress was intensity, he did
not provide any ranking for duration or F0 (p. 140).
Furthermore, Ruiz Mella and Pereira Reyes (2010) investigated Spanish lexical stress
production in order to determine the interrelationship of the acoustic correlates, F0, duration and
intensity in stressed and unstressed syllables (p. 3). They partially replicated Urrutia’s (2007)
methodology, and they compared their findings with the ones gotten by Urrutia (2007). The
participants of the study were three native speakers of Spanish from Chile (two females and one
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male). Overall, their results showed that vowels appearing in a stressed syllable tended to be
longer than vowels appearing in unstressed syllables. This allowed them to conclude that
“aparentemente, la duración tiene incidencia en la producción del acento léxico” [apparently,
duration influences the production of lexical stress] (p. 54). They also stated that based on the
findings of their study they could not corroborate Urrutia’s (2007) proposal that intensity was the
main correlate that Spanish speakers used to mark stress syllables (p. 54).
Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto (2010) also studied acoustic correlates in Spanish; they
measured duration, intensity and spectral tilt in Catalan and Spanish in accented and unaccented
contexts. Overall, their findings showed that duration was “a consistent stress correlate in all
vowels in […] Spanish (p. 73). The participants recruited for the Spanish experiments were
seven females and three males (a total of 10 individuals); their ages ranged from 20 to 32 years,
and all of them held university degrees. They used 15 minimal pairs; such pairs were foursyllable verbs whose infinitive forms end in <-minar> and <-nimar>3, such forms were
“embedded in utterance fragments that would elicit either a declarative intonation or the
monotone intonation of reporting clauses” (p. 78). They compared measurements of acoustic
correlates in the penultimate and ultimate syllables.
Their study yielded similar results to those of Ruiz Mella and Pereira Reyes (2010)
regarding duration. Ortega-Llebaria and Prieto (2010) found that speakers “tend to produce
stressed syllables with longer durations than their unstressed counterparts” (p. 90). They also
found that there was not significant difference in intensity since the differences were lower than

3

Examples are: determinar and desanimar. One of the minimal pairs they studied was <determino> vs.
<determinó>; the former meaning I stablish, and the latter meaning s/he stablished. (p.78)
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3 dBs (p. 90). In fact, they claim that “[their] results reveal[ed] that stress affects duration in all
vowels” and that “duration is a more consistent correlate than overall intensity” (p. 91).
Lexical Stress by Hispanic L2 Learners
In his dissertation, Edmunds (2009) explored the “production of lexical stress in English
by native Spanish speakers and later investigate[d] how differences in lexical stress production,
compared to that of a native English speaker, can affect a speaker’s perceived intelligibility” (p.
5). In order to obtain results, he conducted the study in three stages, 1) “a production study”, 2)
“modification and resynthesis of various target words based on observed patterns of production,”
and 3) “a listening study” (p. 7). The participants of the study were “12 native speakers of
American English (6 males and 6 females) and 12 native Spanish speakers who [spoke] English
as a second language […] (6 males and 6 females)” (47).
The results showed that in general, “ESL speakers produced the acoustic variables very
similarly to the native speakers at times, while in other cases they were very different.” (p. 100)
Edmunds (2009) also found that “native English listeners are more sensitive to expected relative
vowel durations when combined with appropriate segmental quality than to differences in
intensity or F0 when making judgments of speech nativeness.” (p. 128) Furthermore, he found
that the “ESL speakers did not rely on increasing F0 on the stressed vowel to mark lexical
stress.” (p. 130).
Gutiérrez-Diez (2001) compared the duration of syllables between Spanish and English.
The goal of his investigation was to find out how meaningful the durational differences between
stressed and unstressed syllables were in the two languages (p. 96). Gutiérrez-Diez (2001)
divided participants in three groups. Group 1 was Spanish by native speakers, Group 2 was
English by native speakers, and Group 3 “English by Spanish-speakers learners of English” (p.
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97). His participants were seven Spanish speakers studying at the University of Murcia, Spain
who culminating studies in English Philology, and seven British English speakers studying at
Salford and Essex universities. Spanish speakers formed Group 1 and 3, and English speakers
formed Group 2.
He found that “the mean duration of tonic [stressed] syllables is smaller in Spanish than
in English”, and that “the mean duration of unstressed syllables is the same in both languages”
(p. 100). The results also showed that the mean duration of Group 3 (the L2 English learners
group) showed an intermediate point between the mean duration of English and Spanish. With
these results, he concludes that “[the] mother tongue-biased perception of such ratio could be
behind the misperception of the duration of English unstressed syllables by Spanish native
speakers' ears.” (p. 107).
The studies conducted on Spanish lexical stress and on English lexical stress produced by
Spanish speakers show that there are discrepancies on which correlate speakers use to mark
stress. Literature on this matter is useful and gives good insights on how to teach English
pronunciation; however, since Spanish has several varieties of accent, it would be interesting to
know more about Salvadorian-accented English. To the best of this researcher knowledge, there
has not been any study attempting to investigate how Salvadorian speakers of English encode
lexical stress. This research seeks to investigate this issue and contribute to the paucity of data
on L2 production of lexical stress. To this end, this research addresses the following two
questions:
Research Questions
1.

Which acoustic correlates of stress do Salvadorian speakers of English employ?
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2.

4

Does the lexical stress strategy4 that they use have any impact on intelligibility?

The word strategy in this study refers to the pattern in which acoustic correlates are employed; in no way this word
means that speakers consciously or deliberately decide to use one or the other.
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Chapter III: Methodology
In order to investigate the acoustic correlate preference of English speakers from El
Salvador, an elicitation paragraph designed and recorded by the Speech Accent Archive (SAA)
(Weinberger, 2015) are used. A set of seven demographic questions were asked to know more
about each participant’s linguistic background (Weinberger, 2015). The questions were:
1. Where were you born?
2. What is your native language?
3. What other languages besides English and your native language do you know?
4. How old are you?
5. How old were you when you first began to study English?
6. How did you learn English? (academically or naturalistically)
7. How long have you lived in an English-speaking country? Which country?
(Weinberger, 2015, How to use this cite section).
Each participant was recorded reading the following elicitation passage constructed by the SAA:
Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with her from the store: Six spoons of
fresh snow peas, five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for her brother
Bob. We also need a small plastic snake and a big toy frog for the kids. She can scoop
these things into three red bags, and we will go meet her Wednesday at the train station.
Weinberger (2015) describes the elicitation passage and the recording environment as follows:
The passage is written in English, and uses common English words, but contains a variety
of difficult English sounds and sound sequences. The paragraph contains practically all of
the sounds of English. Each subject is recorded individually in a quiet room. Subjects sit
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at a table and are approximately 8-10 inches from the microphone. (Methodology
section)
As of November 28, 2017, 2512 speakers have read the same passage5. The text contains
69 words, eight of which are disyllabic; they are analyzed in this thesis to determine which
acoustic correlates of stress Salvadorian speakers of English use.
Participants
The participants of this study are 21 Spanish native speakers who speak English as a
second language (10 males and 11 females)6. All participants were born in El Salvador, and all of
them live in English speaking countries. The mean length of residency for female participants is
15 years and for male participants is 13.2. The mean age of females is 36.3 years and for males is
33 years. The participants come from various parts of El Salvador. Their native language is
Spanish, and two of them speak Italian as third language. The mean age of English onset is 19.7
years for females and 18.4 for males. Nine of the participants learned English “naturalistically”
and 12 learned it “academically” (Weinberger, 2015, Biographical Data). The demographics are
summarized in tables 1 and 2 below for females and males respectively.

5
6

This information is available at http://accent.gmu.edu/
As of March 2017
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Description of Data Collection Instruments
The participants have been recorded reading an elicitation passage. The recordings are
public, and they are taken from the Speech Accent Archive website
(http://accent.gmu.edu/searchsaa.php). According to Weinberger (2015), subjects are handed the
elicitation paragraph and given a minute to get familiarized with the text. They also have the
opportunity to ask about unfamiliar words. Once participants are ready, they read the elicitation
paragraph “into a high-quality recording device. (Many of these recordings were done on a Sony
TC-D5M using a Radio Shack 33-3001 unidirectional dynamic microphone, and on a Sony
minidisk recorder. MDR-70, with a Sony ECM-MS907 stereo microphone).” (Weinberger, 2015,
How to use this cite, Methodology section). The analysis was made on a Sony laptop computer
SVF13N13CXB (processor: Intel® Core™ i5-4200U, memory: 8GB, DDR3L/1600 MHz, sound
system: Intel® High Definition Audio with ClearAudio+, operating system: Windows® 8 64bit). The paragraph is made up of 69 words from which only eight are acoustically analyzed
because they are the only disyllabic words. The target words, whose F0, intensity and duration
measurements being investigated, are <Stella, maybe, brother, also, plastic, into, Wednesday and
station>.
Procedures
The eight disyllabic words were analyzed using Praat, a software designed for acoustic
phonetic analysis (Boersma & Weenink, 2013). A Text Grid annotation was created for each of
the words. The Text Grid includes seven tiers (the yellow circle on Figure 1 shows the order in
which the tiers appear) on which the word, the syllable, the nucleus transcribed in IPA, the F0,
F27, the intensity and the duration are annotated. In each of the words, the vowels were

7

Even though measurements of F2 were gathered, no further analysis was made to this correlate.
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measured. No measurement was taken from the preceding or following consonant.
Consequently, the figures in each tier have to do only with the measurements obtained from the
nucleus of each syllable (Figure 1). The spectrographs of all speakers in this study have been

included as appendices (Appendices A and B).

The results (means of all acoustic correlates used by female and male participants) were
analyzed using a template model which uses Just Noticeable Difference (JND) thresholds in F0,
duration and intensity. JND analyses are explained by Moore (2007) as:
The absolute threshold of a sound is the lowest detectable level of that sound in the
absence of any other sounds. In practice, there is no distinct sound level at which a sound
suddenly becomes detectable. Rather, the probability of detecting a sound increases
progressively as the sound level is increased from a very low value. Hence, the absolute
threshold is defined as the sound level at which an individual tests the sound with a
certain probability, such as 75% (in a two-alternative forced-choice task, where guessing
leads to 50% correct, on average). Typically, results are averaged across many listeners
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with normal hearing (i.e., with no known history of hearing disorders and no obvious
signs of hearing problems) to obtain representative results. (p. 460)
The criteria for determining if a syllable is stressed are as follows, as found in (Koffi,
forthcoming):
1) its nucleus has an F0 higher than the nucleus of the next syllable by >1 Hz,
2) its nucleus has a duration longer than the nucleus of the next syllable by >10 ms,
3) its nucleus has an intensity louder than the intensity of the next syllable by >3 dB,

4) or any combination thereof in accordance with the Majority Principle. This
principle can be summarized as “two correlates together are better than one”
(Koffi, forthcoming).
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Chapter IV: Results
Analyses and Ranking of Acoustic Correlates
This chapter presents the results of the analyses performed on female and male data. It
explains the process followed to ranking acoustic correlates and obtaining the preferred strategies
used by the participants. The criteria used for determining if a syllable is stressed are:
1) its nucleus has an F0 higher than the nucleus of the next syllable by >1 Hz,
2) its nucleus has a duration longer than the nucleus of the next syllable by >10 ms,
3) its nucleus has an intensity louder than the intensity of the next syllable by >3 dB,
4) or any combination thereof in accordance with the Majority Principle (Koffi,
forthcoming).
Fry (1958) ranked acoustic correlates produced by American English speakers as
F0>Duration>Intensity (p. 151). Koffi (forthcoming) proposes 16 “really viable” ranking
combinations:
1. F0 > Duration > Intensity
2. F0 > Intensity > Duration
3. F0 > Intensity = Duration
4. F0 = Duration > Intensity
5. F0 = Intensity> Duration
6. Intensity > Duration > F0
7. Intensity > F0 > Duration
8. Intensity > F0 = Duration
9. Intensity = Duration > F0
10. Intensity = F0 > Duration
11. Duration > Intensity > F0
12. Duration > F0 > Intensity
13. Duration > F0 = Intensity
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14. Duration = F0 > Intensity
15. Duration = Intensity > F0
16. F0 = Duration = Intensity
The symbol “=” represents “convergence”. Koffi (forthcoming) explains that “two
correlates ‘operate in the same direction’”, in other words, two acoustic correlates work together
in the same syllable.
Female Data Analyses
Analysis of F0. The JND threshold of F0 was used to distinguish the stressed syllable
from the unstressed one. The syllable with higher F0 is deemed stressed, whereas the one with
lower F0 is not. Table 3 summarizes the measurements of F0 produced by female speakers.
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The shaded cells in the table show the syllable where F0 worked as expected in marking
lexical stress. The participants produced a total of 176 syllables (11 female participants x 8
words x 2 syllables) from which 88 are expected to be stressed. In 37 out of 88 instances, the
putative stressed syllable had a higher F0 on average (204 Hz) than the unstressed syllable (158
Hz) by 46 Hz. In other words, 42.04% of the stressed syllables had higher F0 than the unstressed
ones. Figure 2 illustrates F0 findings.

Analysis of Intensity. JND threshold of intensity was used to determine whereas the
putative stressed syllable had higher intensity than the unstressed syllable. Table 4 summarizes
the findings.
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The shaded cells in the table show the syllable where intensity worked as it was
anticipated in marking lexical stress. The same procedure used in F0 analysis was applied here.
In 50 out of 88 instances, the putative stressed syllable had a higher intensity on average (76 dB)
than the unstressed syllable (69 dB) by 7 dB. In other words, 56.81% of the stressed syllables
had higher intensity than the unstressed ones. Figure 3 visually summarizes the means of
intensity per syllable.
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Analysis of Duration. Table 5 summarizes the outcomes of the JND analysis conducted
on the duration cue in the putative stressed syllable.
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Values that have been shaded in Table 3 show the syllable where duration worked as
expected in marking lexical stress. The procedure followed here is the same that was used in
analyzing F0 and intensity. In 53 out of 88 instances, the putative stressed syllable had a longer
duration on average (129 ms) than the unstressed syllable (74 ms) by 55 ms. In other words,
60.22% of the stressed syllables had longer duration than the unstressed ones. Figure 4 shows the
average of duration per syllable.

Tables 3, 4 and 5 present the means and standard deviations (SD) of the measurements
per syllable, and Figures 2, 3 and 4 illustrate it. SD shows how much measurements deviate from
the mean; Mackey and Gass (2016) explain that “the larger the standard deviation, the more
variability there is in a particular group of scores” (p. 303). SD deviation is meaningful if it is
greater than 34% because “in a normal distribution, approximately 34 percent of the data lie
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within one standard deviation of the mean (above and below) and thus comprise 68 percent of
the data.” (Mackey & Gass, 2016 p. 304-305). Thus, 34% is the threshold used in this study to
judge how different the pronunciation of a syllable is.
The SD percentages of the mean of female speakers’ data show that the pronunciation of
the speakers is very similar; nonetheless, there are some significant deviations in each of the
correlates. For example, F0 was the correlate that showed the greatest deviations in female data.
In the case of the word <Stella>, the SD of <lla> was higher than the threshold of 34%. The SD
is 39.30%, which means that the participants produced this syllable differently. Nine participants
out of 11(81%) pronounced it as [a] while 19% pronounced it as [ə]. In the word <plastic>, the
SD of <tic> (34.59%) was higher than the threshold because F0 was unidentifiable in one token.
In the case of <station>, the SD of <sta> was 34. 68% and of <tion> was 59.34%; there were
unidentified F0 tokens in both syllables which means the tokens were utter differently.
SDs of duration in female data were higher in unstressed syllables of six of the words.
The syllables with SD percentages higher than the threshold were <lla> 41.45%, <be> 40.15%,
<ther> 44.94%, <so> 38.24%, <to> 63.79% and <tion> 37.96%. Standard deviation of intensity
shows that pronunciation of the syllables was fairly homogeneous since no percentage was
higher than the 34% threshold.
Ranking of Acoustic Correlates (F0, Intensity and Duration)
Table 6 presents the means of the measurements of all three correlates for the putative
stressed and unstressed syllable for each disyllabic word produced by female speakers. JND
thresholds were applied in judging whether acoustic correlates worked as expected in the
putative stressed syllable.
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The summary of which correlate was used to stress the putative stressed syllable in all
eight disyllabic words is presented in Table 6. The percentage of words in which F0
corresponded to the expected stress pattern is 25% (two out of eight words). In five out of eight
words, intensity (60.50%) and duration (60.50%) corresponded to the expected stress pattern,
that is, the stressed syllable was higher in intensity than the unstressed syllable, and the stressed
syllable was longer than the unstressed syllable. Figure 5 below illustrates how acoustic
correlates worked in each syllable.
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In addition, there is a total of 16 syllables in the data, eight of which are stressed, and
eight unstressed. There are three acoustic correlates (F0, intensity and duration). Consequently,
there are 24 stressed tokens (8 x 3). In two out of 16 instances (12.5%), F0 interacts with
intensity to encode stress. There is no instance in which F0 interacts with duration, and in eight
out of 16 instances (50 %), intensity interacts with duration to encode stress. Overall, the
acoustic correlate ranking of the female speakers is as follows: Intensity (60.5%) = Duration
(60.5%) > F0 (25%) (the ‘=’ means that intensity and duration converged to signal lexical stress).
Fry’s (1958) proposed strategy: F0>Duration>Intensity does not correspond to the strategy
applied. Instead, female participants used intensity and duration cues simultaneously to convey
lexical stress. In other words, as noted previously, the Majority Principle applies.
In order to judge whether an acoustic correlate applies to encode stress in the syllable,
yes/no questions such as “Does F0 indicate that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?” were answered
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(Koffi and Ribeiro, 2016 p. 105). The researcher used the JND aforementioned criteria to answer
yes or no. For example, the answer to “Does F0 indicate that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?” is
“yes” because its F0 is 208 Hz whereas that of <lla> is 173 Hz, so the difference amounts to 35
Hz. According to Koffi and Ribeiro (2016 p.105) “[a] difference of only 1 Hz is enough to
determine which syllable is stressed.” Does intensity indicate that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?
The answer is “yes” because its intensity is 74 dB whereas that of <lla> is 68 dB.
According to Koffi’s criteria mentioned previously (see p. 21), there must be a difference
of > 3 dB between the syllables, and the difference amounts to 6 dB. Does duration show that
<Ste> is a stressed syllable? The answer is “no” because its duration is 128 ms whereas that of
<lla> is 169 ms; the difference amounts to 41. As Koffi and Ribeiro (2016) explain “[for] the ear
to perceive that a sound is longer than another sound, there must be at least 10 ms difference
between them.” (p.105). After all the data was examined, the researcher found that F0 was used
only in the words <Stella> and <into> to encode stress; intensity and duration were used in five
instances each. The rest of the syllables continued to be analyzed in the same way and the results
are reported in Table 7 below.
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Based on the results presented in Table 7, it can be can be concluded that the strategy
Salvadorian female speakers of English employ to mark lexical stress is Duration
(60.50%)=Intensity (60.50%)>F0 (25%). Thus, the interpretation of the strategy can be read
as: duration and intensity work equally to mark stress, and they are greater than F0.
Male Data Analyses
Analysis of F0. The procedure used in the analysis of male data was the same carried out
on female data. Table 8 summarizes the measurements of F0 produced by male speakers, and
shows in which syllables, F0 applies as a determining correlate to mark lexical stress.
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The syllable where F0 corresponded to the expected stress pattern has been shaded in
Table 8. The participants produced a total of 160 syllables (10 male participants x 8 words x 2
syllables) from which 80 are expected to be stressed. In 49 out of 80 instances, the putative
stressed syllable had a higher F0 on average (147 Hz) than the unstressed syllable (105 Hz) by
42 Hz. In other words, 61.25% of the stressed syllables had higher F0 than the unstressed ones.
Figure 6 illustrates the F0 mean produced by male speakers per syllable.
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Analysis of Intensity. The JND analysis findings of intensity as stress cue in the putative
stressed syllable are presented in Table 9.

The highlighted cells in the Table 9 show the syllable where intensity corresponded to the
expected stress pattern. The same procedure used to analyze F0 was followed here. In 58 out of
80 instances, the putative stressed syllable had a higher intensity on average (74 dB) than the
unstressed syllable (65 dB) by 9 dB. In other words, 72.5% of the stressed syllables had higher
intensity than the unstressed ones. Figure 7 illustrates how the expected stress pattern fluctuated
per syllable.
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Analysis of Duration. Table 10 compiles the findings of the employment of duration as a
significant correlate in carrying stress in the putative stressed syllable. The JND threshold of
duration was used in this analysis.
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Shaded measurements in Table 10 show the syllable where duration worked as expected
in marking lexical stress. In 49 out of 80 instances, the putative stressed syllable had a longer
duration on average (104 ms) than the unstressed syllable (60 ms) by 44 ms. In other words,
61.25% of the stressed syllables had longer duration than the unstressed ones. Figure 8 shows the
mean duration per syllable.

SD’s are shown in Tables 8, 9 and 10, and they are illustrated in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Using
the 34% threshold, the author found significant differences in the pronunciation of male
speakers. F0 most relevant differences were found in words <Stella>, <brother>, <plastic> and
<station>. In the case of the word <Stella>, SD of <lla> was 40.41% which means participants
pronounced this syllable differently; nine out of 10 participants (90%) produced the vowel as [a]
and the other 10% pronounced it as [ə]. The SD of <ther> in <brother> was 38.75%; in the case
of the words <plastic> and <station>, the SD of <tic> was 40.96%, of <sta> was 88.78% and of
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<tion> was 142.18%; in one out of 10 instances (10%), F0 was unidentified in the syllable <tic>.
Moreover, in two out of 10 instances (20%), F0 was unidentified in <sta>; the vowel [e] was
pronounced as [ə]. In syllable <tion> F0 was higher than the threshold by 108%; there were only
three out of 10 instances in which F0 was identified which made the values of SD increase.
SD of intensity was higher than the threshold only in syllable <tion> (51.02%) by 17%;
intensity was not identified in two of the tokens which caused SD increment. Durational
percentages of SD were higher in syllables <be> (42.71%), <tic> (49.94%), <to> (71.16%) and
<tion> (46.43%); in other words, speakers produced the segments in these syllables significantly
longer. The word that showed SD percentages higher than the threshold in all acoustic correlates
was <station>.
Ranking of Acoustic Correlates (F0, Intensity and Duration)
Table 11 summarizes the measurements of all three correlates for the putative stressed
syllable and unstressed syllable for each disyllabic word produced by male speakers, and it also
provides the ranking of the preferred correlates per word.
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In the summaries presented on Table 11, the shaded cells show which correlated worked
as expected. In five out of eight words, F0 (62.5%) and duration (62.5%) converged to indicate
lexical stress. The percentage of words in which intensity corresponded to the expected stress
pattern is 75% (six out of eight words). Figure 9 below illustrates how the three correlates
worked in each word.

In addition, there is a total of 16 syllables in the data, eight of which are stressed, and
eight unstressed. There are three acoustic correlates (F0, intensity and duration). Consequently,
there are 24 stressed tokens (8 x 3). In six out of 16 instances (37.5%), F0 interacts with intensity
to encode stress. In six out of 16 instances (37.5%), F0 interacts with duration to encode stress,
and in eight out of 16 instances (50 %), intensity interacts with duration to encode stress. The
ranking used by male speakers is Intensity>Duration=F0. The Majority Principle also applies in
this case since intensity and duration work together.
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As with female data analysis, yes/no questions were used with male data to judge
whether an acoustic correlate applies to encode stress in the syllable. So, the answer to “Does F0
indicate that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?” is “yes” because its F0 is 130 Hz whereas that of <lla>
is 108 Hz, so the difference amounts to 22 Hz. According to Koffi and Ribeiro (2016 p.105) “[a]
difference of only 1 Hz is enough to determine which syllable is stressed.” Does intensity
indicate that <Ste> is a stressed syllable? The answer is “yes” because its intensity is 75 dB
whereas that of <lla> is 67 dB. According to Koffi’s (forthcoming p.15) proposed criteria, there
must be a difference of > 3 dB between the syllables, and the difference amounts to 8 dB. “Does
duration show that <Ste> is a stressed syllable?” The answer is “no” because its duration is 106
ms whereas that of <lla> is 124 ms; this means that the unstressed syllable is 18 ms longer. As
Koffi and Ribeiro (2016) explain “[for] the ear to perceive that a sound is longer than another
sound, there must be at least 10 ms difference between them.” (p.105). After all the data was
examined, the researcher found that F0 was used in <Stella>, <maybe>, <plastic>, <into> and in
<station> to encode stress. Intensity was used in six instances and duration was used in five
instances. The rest of the syllables continued to be analyzed in the same way and the results are
reported in Table 12 below.
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Based on the results presented in Table 11, it can be can be concluded that the strategy
Salvadorian male speakers of English employ to mark lexical stress is as follows: Intensity
(75%) > F0 (62.5%) = Duration (62.5%). The interpretation of the strategy is as follows
‘intensity is a greater correlate used to mark stress than duration and intensity which work
equally in a lesser degree’.
Research Question 1: Acoustic Correlates of Stress
Employed by Salvadorian Speakers of English.
In general, the strategy employed by female and male speakers is somewhat different.
After analyzing the data, results show that female speakers’ strategy is as follows: Intensity
(60.5%)=Duration (60.55)>F0 (25%)and male speakers strategy is as follows: Intensity
(75%)>Duration (62.5%)=F0 (62.5%). The strategies show that female speakers rely on
intensity and duration equally to mark stress, and that F0 is not a strong correlate; on the other
hand, male speakers rely more on the intensity cue to mark stress and to a lesser degree, they
employ duration and F0. Unlike male speakers, female speakers rely very little on F0; for
instance, they used it in only 25% of the words.
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Research Question 2: Impact of Lexical Stress Strategy
on Speakers’ Intelligibility.
The answer to this second question is no. The acoustic correlate that speakers employ the
most does not have any negative impact on their intelligibility. The results show that speakers
employ either one or two acoustic correlates to stress the first syllable in disyllabic words; hence,
no there are no intelligibility issues due to lexical stress. Notwithstanding, SDs shows that there
might be some intelligibility problems due to variation in the pronunciation of individual
segments. For example, the syllable <tion> [ʃən] in the word <station> was produced in various
ways by different speakers. Because the main purpose of this study was lexical stress and not
production of individual segments (vowel and consonant sounds), the phonetic substitutions are
mentioned in more detail in Chapter V.
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Chapter V: Addendum
The analyses in chapter IV provide valuable insights on the production of lexical stress
by female and male speakers of Salvadorian-accented English. As mentioned before, one of the
purposes of this research was to find out what strategies are employed by Salvadorian English
speakers to encode lexical stress. In general, both groups of speakers place stress on the first
syllable (putative stressed syllable according to dictionary.com (2017)); nevertheless, the
strategies they use are different.
The analysis uncovered other pieces of information not discussed previously. They are
discussed briefly in this section. First, the most significant correlates employed by Salvadorian
speakers are intensity and duration. Female speakers use intensity and duration equally as stress
cues (Intensity=duration>F0), and male speakers rely more on intensity (Intensity>Duration=F0).
The findings of this study agree with results obtained in other studies that measured acoustic
correlates of lexical stress in Spanish. For instance, intensity cue was used the most by male
speakers; this result agrees with Urrutia’s (2007 p. 140) findings. In addition, the correlates used
the most by female speakers are consistent to those in Urrutia (2007 p.140). He found that the
most relevant correlate in Spanish was intensity, and with Ruiz Mella and Pereira Reyes’ (2010
p. 54) and Ortega-Llegaria and Prieto (2010 p.90) who found that the most significant one was
duration.
The accented-English lexical stress strategies employed by Salvadorian speakers appear
to be influenced by those used in Spanish. Of course, this is not conclusive; as it was mentioned
in Chapter I, research on English lexical stress produced by English speakers have also shown
different results from Fry’s (1955, 1958). Researchers who conducted the aforementioned
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studies on Spanish lexical stress recruited speakers from Spain and Chile, so variations on their
findings may be a result of the dialectal variety spoken in those geographical regions.
The second purpose of this study is to find out whether the strategy employed by the
participants has any impact on their intelligibility. SD results provide good insights on this
matter by showing that there were no intelligibility issues due to lexical stress; however, there
might be intelligibility issues due to different pronunciations of segments. Because variations in
pronunciation of vowel and consonant segments are out of the scope of this research, they are
only mentioned as findings without any further analysis.
Acoustic correlates in most syllables (stressed and unstressed) worked as expected;
notwithstanding, there were some notable differences. It is interesting to point out that in the
word <station> correlates were employed very differently. For example, 27% (three out of 11
participants) of female speakers did not use F0 as expected. For participant S142, the F0 of the
vowel [e] was unidentified in syllable <sta> [ste]. However, for participants S179 and S157, the
F0 was unidentified in the syllable <tion>; F0 of [ɪ] in <tic> [tɪk] produced by participant S179
was also unidentified. F0 was the only correlate that appeared as unidentified in the female data.
A similar phenomenon happened with the word <station> produced by male participants.
For 70% (seven out of 10) of the participants, the F0 of the vowel [ə] in the syllable <tion> [ʃən]
was unidentified for participants S10, S66, S103, S107, S127, S141 and S159. Also, intensity for
the syllable <tion> [ʃən] produced by participants S10 and S127 was unidentified. The vowel [e]
in the syllable <sta> [ste] showed no F0 for participants S10 and S66. The F0 of the vowels [ɪ] in
syllable <tic> [tɪk] (produced by S10) and [ə] in <lla> [lə] (produced by S127) was also
unidentifiable.
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Some observations can be made by looking at the spectrograms. First, there was a
reduction (in some cases) and devoicing (in others) of the vowel in the aforementioned syllables,
which made it not possible to define F0; there was also another case where the vowel in the
syllable seemed to be deleted. Second, there was a case of devoicing of the consonant [n] in the
coda, and a strong affrication of [ʃ] (pronounced like [tʃ]) in the onset, which might have been
influenced by the absence of [ʃ] in Salvadorian-accented Spanish. Another interesting
observation was the pronunciation of the vowel in the syllable <lla> in <Stella>. As mentioned
before 81% of females and 90% of males pronounced the vowel as [a]; this may be caused by
their native language influence.
The consonant [ʃ] was pronounced as [tʃ] in the word <station>. Finally, most of the
phonetic substitutions occurred in the word <station>. In fact, the majority of the substitutions
were made on the syllable <tion> by 70% of male speakers. The fact that these changes occurred
in <station> was one factor for SD to increase; for instance, the highest F0 percentages of SD in
the male data occurred in <sta> (88.78%) and in <tion> (142.18%). In female data, the highest
SD percentage of F0 and intensity occurred in syllable <tion> with 59.34% (F0) and 51.02%
(intensity).
Some of these phonetic substitutions, like the affrication of [ʃ] and the pronunciation of
[ə] as [a] in <Stella>, might be attributed to native language influence. Trying to figure out
whether the learning method or the place of residency of speakers had any influence on those
phonetic substitutions would be merely making irresponsible assumptions on behalf of this
researcher. However, it might be really interested to investigate, and this may be questions for
further research, whether the method that speakers learned the language is an influencing factor,
or whether the time they have been living in an English-speaking country contributed to the
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various pronunciations of segments. Another contributing factor may be the age of English onset.
The fact that there were such unexpected results is certainly a motivation for further research;
unfortunately, these variables were not the central focus of this investigation; thus, statistical
analysis, which would have been necessary to draw conclusions, were not conducted.
Pedagogical Implications
To the best of this researcher’s knowledge, English pronunciation is limited to the
teaching of single phonemes, and the teaching of suprasegmentals is rarely if not at all taught in
El Salvador. Nonetheless, the results of this study can be helpful to EFL/ESL (English a Foreign
or Second Language) teachers as well as students. English pronunciation in El Salvador is
usually taught by repetition exercises; thus, teachers can use information in this study to teach
stress of disyllabic words in a more customizable way. For example, they can teach their female
students to utter putative stressed syllables longer and to instruct their male students to
pronounce such syllables louder. This information can also be useful when learning
pronunciation of homographic words since they can be troublesome to some learners.
In his dissertation, Edmunds (2009) found that there is positive correlation between
intelligibility and native-like pronunciation (p.132). He claims that “aiming for native-like
pronunciation should be considered important when teaching pronunciation as it increases a
speaker’s level of intelligibility.” (p. 132). Even though native-like pronunciation is something
that most second language learners would like to achieve, realistically, this is not likely
attainable, especially in countries like El Salvador where the amount of EFL teachers who are
native speakers of English is very low.
Notwithstanding, the implementation of acoustic phonetic softwares like Praat (Boersma
& Weenink, 2013) in EFL pronunciation instruction can help EFL speakers be more aware of
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their own pronunciation. Teachers as well as learners can benefit from using a software similar to
Praat. (Praat is a great tool for analyzing segments and suprasegmentals; however, the user needs
to have some knowledge on acoustic phonetics to be able to use it8). This may result particularly
useful when assessing pronunciation of segments. For example, having more advanced learners
(especially at university level in El Salvador) record themselves producing words and/or phrases
that contain segments which may cause confusion can be a good way to incorporate Praat in the
classroom; this can provide students the opportunity to be more independent of their learning and
“to visualize, analyze and self-assess their own pronunciation.” (Abat, 2016 p. 90).

8

The use of online tutorials or a textbook (like Koffi, forthcoming) that explains its usage may be really useful for
first-time users.
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Appendix A: Spectrograms of Disyllabic Words Produced by Females

Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S4

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S4
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S4

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S4
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S28

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S28
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S28

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S28
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S101

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S101
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S101

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S101
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S104

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S104
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S104

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S104
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S134

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S134
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S134

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S134
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S137

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S137
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S137

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S137
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S138

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S138
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S138

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S138
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S142

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S142
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S142

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S142
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S177

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S177
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S177

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S177
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S178

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S178
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S178

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S178
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S179

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S179
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S179

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S179
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Appendix B: Spectrograms of Disyllabic Words Produced by Males

Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S8

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S8
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S8

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S8
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S10

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S10
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S10

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S10
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S66

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S66
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S66

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S66
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S103

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S103
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S103

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S103
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S107

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S107
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S107

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S107
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S121

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S121
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S121

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S121
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S127

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S127
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S127

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S127
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S141

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S141
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S141

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S141
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S159

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S159
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S159

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S159
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Spectrogram of <Stella> and <maybe> produced by participant S172

Spectrogram of <brother> and <also> produced by participant S172
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Spectrogram of <plastic> and <into> produced by participant S172

Spectrogram of <Wednesday> and <station> produced by participant S172

